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At Métronome, DS stands for Digital Sharing. At the very top of this range, the fantastic award-

winning DSC1 sets the bar very high, also in price. Fortunately, the DSS is timely to democratize the 

concept. A chance for the audiophile who can benefit from the great technological mastery in 

digital technology of the French brand. Sharing is good. 

S like Streamer, because the Metronome will perform this only function with mastery, not having an 

internal DAC. It is designed as a real transport, plug-and-play autonomous network player allowing to 

read the files stored on your local network and to access your online subscriptions: Qobuz, Tidal, 

Spotify, Deezer or other webradios. It connects to a DAC in Toslink, S / PDIF on RCA or better AES / 

EBU, and has two USB inputs to connect storage or connect a Wifi dongle for those who do not have 

an RJ45 connection. It also offers an I2S output on an HDMI connector, present on the higher 

Metronome range, which is moreover to be generalized, in order to be able to stream high resolution 

files such as DSD. It is a real concentrate of Metronome digital know-how in a reduced format. 

The resemblance to the DSC1 is striking, in reduction. The chassis of the DSS is made of steel while 

the body is of thick aluminium, available in a silver or black finish. Blue evokes the image of 

Metronome since its beginnings in 1987. 

SHARING OF SKILLS 

Its robust extruded aluminium case has a compact size of 25cm x25cm x 7 cm. li is a visual reduction 

of Dsc1 and its modular facade punctuated by vertical lines, minus the large display screen. The start-

up blade and the three triangles logo forming the M have been a distinctive royal blue for a long 

time, symbolizing the blue LED of CD players and converters of which Metronome has been a master 

for more than thirty years. The DS5 can play music stored on the local network using any DLNA / 

UPnP compatible application. It also has AirPlay wireless connectivity. To control it from an Android 

or iOS tablet or smartphone, Metronome recommends the Korean MConnect application, created by 

ConversDigital, which offers five versions. Paid Series Player (or free with restrictions): Player, Player 

HD, Player Lite, also supporting video and photo files. And the Control Series only free audio: Control, 

Control HD. The DS5 is recognized directly by the application, nothing could be simpler to exploit its 

possibilities. It can also be controlled from BubbleUPnP or Roon. In terms of resolution, the 

Metronome supports all PCM formats up to 32 bit / 384 kHz and DSD64 (in DoP), accepting playback 

of FLAC, WAV, MP3, ALAC, AAC, AIFF, DSF, DFF files. 

SERIOUS CONSTRUCTION 

This is massive, as the weight of almost 5 kg suggests, starting with the structure of the steel frame 

and the shell of solid extruded aluminium. As usual with Metronome, the place of linear power is 

immense, impressive for a simple streamer. A 35 VA Talema molded transformer provides the 

voltages, perfectly filtered by a series of filtering capacities, there are more than 80, of different 

kinds, including Elna Silmic. In this regard, even if it is not technically absolutely justified, Metronome 

believes that it sounds better, so it does. Behind this magnificent power supply with through 

components, the majority of the circuit uses CMS, an AKM chip dealing with signal management. 

Metronome treated the construction of its streamer magnificently, as rarely at this level. 

LISTENINGS 

Timbres: According to Jean-Marie Clauzel, owner and designer of Metronome, despite the 

theoretical superiority of high resolution files (dynamic range in PCM 24/192 of 144 dB against 96 dB 

for CD for example), no double blind test has proven the intrinsic subjective superiority of high 

resolution over CD, unless the songs are remastered. Despite everything, a high-resolution file can 

better transcribe the entire spectrum, where even inaudible frequencies have their impact (studies 



have proven this). The perceived quality also depends on many other factors, such as the fidelity of 

the listening system, and the way of producing the products, as Metronome does by taking care of all 

the design details: routing of the circuits, enormous power supply, separate regulations. , 

implementation, selected components, etc. This has a direct impact on listening, and that's how it 

feels with DSS. The Metronome signature is respect for the veracity of the stamps, in all 

transparency, a keen sense of detail and definition, an energy of madness, a very wide bandwidth 

plus a serious of rare firmness. Unanimously recognized qualities of the DSC1 and which we find very 

present on the DSS in network reading. 

Dynamics: If you think there is no difference between the streamers, play a good piece of Popa 

Chubby rock, like "lt's a Mighty Hard Rock", and expect the attacks to nail you down place, that the 

energy is unleashed, that the bass demands the maximum from your boomers, and that the amp is 

ready to let go of all its watts. Even on Sepultura "Isolation", the concrete bass and the strata of 

saturated electric guitars do not turn into mush (although the style is well loaded). Unless you prefer 

Kyle Eastwood and his album Cinematic, on " Gran Torino, (very nice nod to the paternal) where the 

bass sings with a superb hairline, the melody on the saxophone of Brandon Allen is very pure and 

sensual, the microdynamics express themselves finely and nothing escapes the Metronome. is 

surprising to note so many qualities coming simply from the network reader, certainly connected by 

a good Ethernet cable provided with Telegartner sockets (Esprit Eterna). 

Sound stage: Patricia Petitbon in L'Amour, la Mort, la Mer, recorded by Nicolas Bartholomée, is 

magnificent with freshness, sweetness, and radiates her talent on the song cc Trois chansons 

bretonnes, which is very naturally installed in the take of sound, marine atmosphere. No flatness in 

the way of transcribing the sound spaces, but relief, an absence of background noise which could 

mask the nuances (thanks to the rigorously designed food). The feeling of living presence of 

musicians is more intense than often, where streaming sometimes tends to standardize a little all the 

sound recordings. The best files here make their quality feel good, which is the point of having a DSS-

like streamer. 24, 32-bit or DSD 64 quality PCMs stored on your network can demonstrate their 

superiority. 

Value for money: Less than 3500 euros is the entry ticket to afford a network player worthy of the 

qualities of the Métronomes of the Digital Sharing line, while the DSC1 is nearly 18,000 euros. The 

resemblance of the DSS, in a reduced model, suggests that it also did not forget to keep a large part 

of its qualities, at least for the streaming part, because it does not have a DAC. The main thing is 

there, namely an impeccable design and manufacturing quality, Handcrafted in Montans (Tarn). 

VERDICT 

Métronome has perfectly captured the wave of dematerialized music, particularly high-end with 

Kalista or the DSC1, whose DSS transport declines its aesthetics and rigor of design, in a welcome 

compact format. It does the job, but above all by bringing in all the subjective qualities that we are 

entitled to expect from Metronome, and which make the difference. Articulation, clarity, extreme 

transparency, sense of detail, first-rate dynamics, openness of the image, all skills where the other 

links will have to rise to the occasion. The system will then reach a level that is difficult to access. 

 

(translated by Google translate) 
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